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INTRODUCTION
Staker Protocol is a staking platform built on the Harmony-One blockchain.
Harmony blockchain is chosen because of its very low fees and fast transactions. As layer
2 of the Ethereum network, it has a bright future.
The basic token used on the platform is the Staker Protocol token.
Staker protocol token is using MRC20 (Muon ERC20) standard for multichain tokens. On
each chain, MRC20 is using the standards for that chain (for example ERC20 on
Ethereum) and also uses the Muon network to allow the users to transfer the tokens
between the chains.
Some tokens are on more than one chain (for example USDT). But it is not a single token.
There are multiple tokens on the different chains and just their name/symbol are the
same. But MRC20 tokens are truly multichain and people can transfer the tokens
between the chains without using any centralized bridge.
The liquidity pools, staking contracts, swap (MuonSwap), and everything else also is
multichain. In the future, it will be easy to support new chains, even the chains that are
not Ethereum-based like Solana, Cardano, etc.
The Staker Protocol contract is deployed on the Harmony network, but it is compatible
with the Muon network and in the future more chains can be easily added.
Members of the platform can purchase Staker Protocol tokens from the Swap page.
By depositing tokens to a staking contract, they are eligible to receive expected rewards
that vary from 0,8-1% daily (approximately 0,9%) up to 328,5% on deposit, a maximum
of 100 000 tokens per account.
Staking rewards come from taxes on transactions.Tokens that are deposited into the
contract are locked and can’t be withdrawn.
Staker protocol token contract address on Harmony network is:
0x0160Db4D9789B12DD3aE8681bd1175aB387a4288
0xd8576e97de2e2d3a826b7e0e4507144b2a2b7f2b
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TAXES
Staker Protocol is a low supply token with a starting 10% basic tax on almost each
transaction:

Deposits/Staking 10%,
Sells 10%,
Claims 10%,
Airdrops 10%,
Transfers 10%

Re-compound 5%,
Whale tax (up to 50%)
Taxes may vary to provide approximate 0,9% daily rewards to stakers.

Re-compound 5%,

Airdrops 10%,

Claims 10%,

Whale tax (up to 50%)

Sells 10%,

Transfers 10%

Deposits/Staking 10%,
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TOKENOMICS
Staker supply is 1 000 000 tokens.
10% of total supply will be released into circulation, from which:
3 % Private sale
7 % Presale (70% of sold tokens going to liquidity pairs)
90 % of total supply will be locked in staking contract.
3 % of it will be marketing and development funds (locked in staking contract also)
No team tokens. The team will purchase tokens like everyone else.

Circulation 10%
Private Sale 3%
Presale 7%

Staking Contract 90%
Marketing 3%
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SWAP PAGE
On the swap page, platform users can swap One coin to the Staker Protocol token, and
vice versa.
On sell transaction 10% tax is applied.
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STAKING PAGE
Staking is the heart of the platform.
To put tokens into staking, holders need to fulfil two conditions:
To have Staker Protocol tokens in the wallet
To join someone's team
Buying tokens can be done on the swap page, simply by swapping ONE coin to Staker protocol
tokens.
Once when you have tokens in your wallet you will need to update your upline. Simply insert
upline address to the “Address” field on the Staking page and press Update. You will need to
confirm the transaction on the blockchain. Once when upline is recorded on the blockchain, it
can’t be changed.
After this, users can put tokens into a staking contract and receive expected daily rewards of 0,81,0% (approximately 0,9% daily) up to 328,5% on deposit, a maximum of 100 000 tokens per
account.
Instead of rewarding holders by minting new tokens and putting them into circulation, Staker
Protocol is based on deflation and has taxes on almost all kinds of transactions. Collected taxes
go to the staking pool from which staking rewards are coming.
Starting taxes are 10% for most kinds of transactions. This tax can vary and go up in case there
are not enough tokens in the pool. Only in the case that taxes become too high, new tokens will
be minted to reward the stakers, but chances for that are really low.
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LIQUIDITY PAGE
Liquidity pair: Staker/One 100% at launch.
Additional pairs will be made later.
Platform users can provide liquidity to Staker Protocol by adding One coins to the
liquidity contract. This contract is working like any other DEX, and liquidity providers get
rewards from yield farming.
When the user deposits ONE coins into the contract, he is getting a Staker LP token,
which represents his part of the dividends in the liquidity pool.
Like the other transactions, adding liquidity to the pool also has a 10% tax. 2% of this tax
is permanently distributed to other liquidity providers, 3% is locked in the liquidity pool,
and 5% is distributed by time to liquidity providers.
Users that provide liquidity are rewarded with Staker LP tokens that can be compounded
or claimed.

REFERRAL PROGRAM
Staker Protocol platform has two kinds of referral rewards for people that promote it:

10% reward on direct referral first stake amount. After the first deposit,
every new deposit will be considered just for team rewards.
Team rewards come from new deposits and re-staking, from the user
downline.

The payment for the referrals is made for the two actions.
- Deposit (stake)
- Re-stake
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THE EXPLANATION OF DEPOSIT PART
Some important variables are:
Bonus* = amount (amount of deposit - 10% tax) x 10/100; / 10% of amount
Share* = bonus / 4; // 2.5% of amount
Up-share* = bonus - share; // 7.5% of amount
When a user deposits some Staker Protocol tokens, the contract checks two conditions
of his upline:
1 – Does Penny's balance matches the level (for the first upline the level is one, for the
second upline the level is two, etc.)
2 - Net Deposit Value* (explained below) is positive
If both of these conditions are true, after that contract check if the upline has 5 or more
referrals (does he have a team wallet or not).
If the upline has 5 referrals up-share will be paid to the upline and share will be paid to
the user. If the upline doesn't have 5 or more direct downlines, just *bonus will be paid
to the upline.
If conditions number 1 and 2 are not passed (NET DEPOSIT VALUE and BALANCE OF
THE PENNY TOKENS required for the level): the process takes place for the next upline.
The above process takes place until one of the uplines pass the conditions; and if one of
them does, the process stops. In the next transaction, this process starts from the last
upline that was paid in the previous transaction and continues until upline number 15,
after that it returns to the first upline.

This process takes place for re-stakes too, just with a little difference that the bonus
amount calculation is as follows:
Re-stake: Bonus* = amount (amount of deposit - 5%tax) x 5 / 100;
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NET DEPOSIT VALUE (NDV) EXPLAINED
It’s very important to be net positive, to be eligible for referral rewards.
Net positive and net negative values are determined using the following formula:

NET DEPOSIT VALUE = ( DEPOSITS + AIRDROPS + HYDRATIONS) – CLAIMS
Deposits = Total number of Staker tokens in deposits.
Airdrops = Total number of Staker tokens member has airdropped to downline.
Re-staking = Total number of Staker tokens member has re-compounded.
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WHALE TAXES
⦁ WHALE TAX RELATED TO REWARDS CLAIMED FROM THE STAKING
CONTRACT:

10,000 Staker Protocol tokens 5%
20,000 Staker Protocol tokens 10%
30,000 Staker Protocol tokens 15%
40,000 Staker Protocol tokens 20%
50,000 Staker Protocol tokens 25%
60,000 Staker Protocol tokens 30%
70,000 Staker Protocol tokens 35%
80,000 Staker Protocol tokens 40%
90,000 Staker Protocol tokens 45%
This tax is applied to whale available balance, effectively reducing daily earnings.
⦁ WHALE TAX RELATED TO DAILY SALE

It is fair that big promoters earn tokens for their efforts, but more important is to protect
the price of the token by limiting the daily sale amount. This tax is adjustable by the
number of tokens. In the beginning, it is set to 1000 tokens daily and can go up or down
over time.
Both of these taxes fill the staking pool and provide longevity to the system without
the need to mint new tokens.
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PENNY TOKEN
A Penny token is a multichain utility token related to network building. To receive
bonuses from the downline, members need to hold Penny tokens (on Harmony network)
in their wallets. Depending on how many tokens they have, from that much depths they
are eligible to earn referral commissions:

Depth from which user can earn referral rewards

Number of Penny tokens in the wallet

1

200 000 000

2

300 000 000

3

500 000 000

4

800 000 000

5

1 300 000 000

6

2 100 000 000

7

3 400 000 000

8

5 500 000 000

9

8 900 000 000

10

14 400 000 000

11

23 300 000 000

12

37 700 000 000

13

51 000 000 000

14

88 700 000 000

15

139 700 000 000

Penny contract on the Harmony network:
0x1d5d2ee701c31b1543c5cc6c0aa373e3d42e4bce
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STAKER PROTOCOL SOCIALS
https://t.me/StakerProtocolOfficial

https://twitter.com/StakerProtocol

https://www.instagram.com/staker_protocol

https://stakerprotocol.com/
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